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ABSTRACT
 

This thesis subtracts voids and spatial volumes 
according to the needs of function, circulation 
and natural light. Excavated into natural ground, 
these voids create a concealed and non-distract-
ing architectural presence but maintain a higher 
degree of flexibility. While many contemporary 
architectural practices focus lately on developing 
dynamic forms, new building materials, tectonics 
and sophisticated details, few of these techniques 
contribute to internal spaces. This thesis flips the 
relationship between the explicit and the implicit, 
diminishing the power of external form with more 
focus on the subtracted internal spaces where 
users live, experience and enjoy. “Form follows 
function” becomes “subtraction follows function.”

Rum Valley in south Jordan is a vast empty desert, 
surrounded by fascinating colorful mountains; it is 
an ideal location to excavate natural ground with 
a high flexibility of horizontal expansion. A UNESCO 
world heritage site, it requires minimal and sensitive 
intervention without imposing new structure above 
ground that might compete with Rum mountains.        

Throughout natural and architectural history, there 
were various precedents, from the scale of the ant 
colony to the underground museum. However, a 
very critical challenge was to engage excavation 
in more complex programs as a direct response for 
the requirements of Rum Valley (Sub-station, Hotel 
and Interpretation museum).

The design leverages all the opportunities 
provided by building underground, exploiting 
differential depths, horizontal expansion, multi-
level circulation and unusual techniques for 
building slabs and walls. A series of fragment-
ed yet interconnected courtyards below the 
desert sand‘s shifting datum are exposed to 
the sky. Announcing themselves from below, 
each of these “excavated sanctuaries” is 
subtracted according to the needs of its 
surrounding functions including museum halls 
and hotel rooms; and is mainly shaped for its 
orientation to site views and also the desired 
intensity of natural lighting inside. Using an 
underground public circulation network of 
ramps to connect and accommodate the 
varying elevations of the distinct courtyards, 
the circulation between the building’s highly 
varied volumetric and lighting conditions 
yields the surprising, rich, and outstanding 
episodes possible in an underground building.   
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25  Left: Sunset view for the excavated courtyards
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EXTERIOR VERSUS INTERIOR
SUBTRACTION FOLLOWS FUNCTION
 

2
Above: Flipped relationship between external form and internal space

Below: Subtracting volumes according to a required program5
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INFINITE SUBTRACTIONS
LESS LIMITATIONS
 

Having unlimited and almost infinite possibilities to 
subtract livable voids within the same solid mass 
would provide the flexibility to create a wide range 
of volumes in order to accommodate program’s 
functions. However, such a complete freedom of 
subtracting spaces underground continues until 
reaching the external envelope of the substance 
of subtraction or excavation.

“Every block of stone has a statue inside it, and it is 
the task of the sculptor to discover it”... 
Michelangelo

“No person who is not a great sculptor or painter 
can be an architect. If he is not a sculptor or paint-
er, he can only be a builder”...  
John Ruskin

On the other hand, the “Excavated Sanctuaries” in 
Rum Valley announce themselves through their 
internal spaces not external forms, in other words, 
this is a redefinition of the modernists’ very famous 
phrase: “form follows function” into “subtraction 
follows function”.

Right: Subtracting various volumes from the same solid mass 63



ABOVE GROUND VERSUS UNDERGROUND
CONVENTIONAL VERSUS SUBTRACTED
 

2
Above: The perimeter of subtraction is the border of all overlapped circulation and functions

Below: The subtracted volume announces itself from its interior not exterior7



REDEFINITION OF CONVENTIONAL CIRCULATION CORES
 

Left: A conventional circulation core in a high-rise building
Right: A network of convenient circulation ramps to define distances between zones 83



SITE OF EXCAVATION
RUM VALLEY, VALLEY OF THE MOON, JORDAN
 

Left: A conventional circulation core in a high-rise building
Right: A network of convenient circulation ramps to defined distances between zones

Left: Areal map for the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
Middle: Areal map for Rum Valley

Left: Al-Hijaz historic railway passing through the site89



SITE BRIEF OVERVIEW
 

“Wadi Rum Protected Area (WRPA), located in the 
southern part of Jordan, east of the Rift Valley and 
south of the steep escarpment of the central Jorda-
nian plateau, comprises an area around 74,200 
hectares. Its natural values include desert land-
forms developed within continental sandstones. 
These landforms have been developed under the 
influence of a combination of various controlling 
factors, such as lithology, tectonic activities (includ-
ing rapid uplift, faults and joints) and surface 
processes (including various types of weathering 
and erosion associated with desert climate as well 
as humid climates), representing million years of 
ongoing landscape evolution. Widespread petro-
glyphs, inscriptions and archaeological remains 
testify to 12,000 years of human occupation and 
interaction with the natural environment, illustrating 
the evolution of pastoral, agricultural and urban 
human activity in the Arabian Peninsula and the 
environmental history of the region.

WRPA is recognised globally as an iconic desert 
landscape, renowned for its spectacular series of 
sandstone mountains and valleys, natural arches, 
and the range of narrow gorges, towering cliffs, 
massive landslides, and also dramatic cavernous 
weathering forms displayed. Key attributes of the 
aesthetical values of the property include the diver-
sity and sheer size of its landforms, together with the 
mosaic of colours, vistas into both narrow canyons 
and very large wadis, and the scale of the cliffs. 

The property displays, in a protected setting, 
an exceptional combination of landforms 
resulting from drainage incision, severe weath-
ering by salt, biological and other processes, 
and the undermining of steep sandstone cliffs 
by these weathering processes, together with 
the world’s most spectacular networks of 
honeycomb weathering features. However, 
Its associations with the great writings of T.E. 
Lawrence, stressed strongly in the nomination, 
have ensured a high profile for the property 
and have reinforced its reputation of the 
area as a classic desert landscape both glob-
ally and within the Arab States.

A number of threats that have been recently 
identified require very careful attention. In this 
context the priority should be given to the 
impacts of visitor pressure, in particular car 
tracks and tourism infrastructure, but also the 
potential encroachment of the Rum village, 
groundwater exploitation and the firewood 
collection by local people. The wider tourism 
and planning policies for the property, its 
buffer zone and wider setting also should 
urgently prioritise the protection of Wadi Rum 
outstanding universal value”.

UNESCO
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SCALE OF INTERVENTION
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Left: One single mass, one single intervention

Right: Fragmented excavated interventions11



ANTS COLONY NEST
 

I was mainly influenced by ants’ colony nests when 
I first started directing my thesis towards its subject 
in particular. It is extremely magical how ants sub-
tract their livable spaces according to needed 
functions and volumes only, excavating their frag-
mented chambers underground with a dynamic 
hierarchy and unexpected circulation routs.

An “ant-hill”, in its simplest form, is a pile of earth, 
sand, pine needles, clay or a composite of these 
and other  materials that build up at the  entrances 
of the subterranean dwellings of ant colonies as 
they are excavated. An ants’ colony is built and 
maintained by legions of worker ants, who carry 
tiny bits of dirt and pebbles in their mandibles and 
deposit them near the exit of the colony. They 
normally deposit the dirt or vegetation at the top of 
the hill to prevent it from sliding back into the 
colony -similar to primitive excavation strategies in 
architecture- but sometimes they actively sculpt 
the materials into specific shapes, and may create 
nest chambers, with only needed spaces within the 
mound. These colonies are flexibly expandable, 
accommodating multiple variables and focusing 
on internal volumes instead of external envelopes.         

Above: Prototype of ants’ colony nest
Below: Sectional digram for ants‘ colony nest underground 123
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HYBRID PROGRAM
200,000 SQ.FT
 

The selection of the hybrid program was responsive 
to the urgent needs of Rum Valley. It includes a 
sub-station to regenerate the abandoned Hijaz 
railway that passes through the site. Furthermore, 
an interpretive museum to attract tourists from 
allover the world, and finally a sanctuary boutique 
hotel; in order to provide a decent hospitality alter-
native in addition to the existing camping services.

As a design strategy, and because of the fact that 
this project could not be narrated by conventional 
longitudinal or cross sections, the whole under-
ground structure were sliced into a consequence 
of repetitive sections in order to study relationship 
of the hotel with the museum’s functions, the court-
yards with their surrounding chambers, the court-
yards with the circulation or service network, and 
finally the relationship of all the previous elements 
with the changing datum line of sand. 

2  Hybrid Program: Train substation + Interpretive Museum + Sanctuary hotel13



COURTYARDS HOSPITALITY CHAMBERS OFFICES  l  FOH EXHIBITION HALLS

THEATRES BACK OF HOUSE CIRCULATION OVERLAPPED PROGRAM SUBTRACTED VOLUME

PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS
FUNCTIONAL ZONING
 

The perimeter of subtraction is the border of all overlapped circulation and functions 143
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SLICING STRATEGY
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Left: One single mass, one single intervention

Right: Fragmented interventions15



PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS
 

Slicing the whole project into 145 repetitive sections
Controlling the volumetric quality in each slice 163



ACCESSIBILITY AND APPROACH  /  AL-HIJAZ SUBSTATION 
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Left: Sectional isometric   l   sub-station, main courtyard and parking

 Right: General site map showing the approach



18Longitudinal section   l   Al-Hijaz substation, main courtyard, parking and loading spine



19Interior view for the excavated parking space showing the lighting quality inside



20Interior view for the excavated parking space showing the lighting quality inside



SANCTUARY HOTEL  X  INTERPRETIVE MUSEUM
 

21 Site plan showing all the excavated courtyards above ground



22The complex network of circulation and service loop underground



THE FORMAL RESPONSE TO CONTOUR LINES 

23 Excavating courtyards according to the existing topography and contour lines of Rum desert



24Overall view showing all the excavated courtyards surrounded by Rum’s mountains



THE EXCAVATION GRID

25 Different scenarios for excavations during different seasons   l   Various circulation loops



26Five different scenarios of excavation during five different seasons

Permanent courtyards  l  All seasons Low season scenario  l  Winter Medium season scenario  l  Spring Low season scenario  l  Fall Other medium season scenario  l  Spring



27 Plan -4   l   Service loop and back of the house



28Plan -3   l   Courtyards, museum halls and hotel rooms



29 Plan -2   l   Courtyards, museum halls and hotel rooms



30Plan -1   l   Courtyards, museum halls and hotel rooms
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32Longitudinal section   l   The sanctuary hotel and the interpretive museum halls



33 Sunset view showing the entry ramp of the hotel’s reception



34View for the main excavated courtyard where visitors gather upon their arrival



35 View inside on of the excavated courtyards, surrounded by hotel rooms



36View for the pool that observes the whole project



PLAN ENLARGEMENTS 

37 Three enlargements showing different circulation loops linking hotel courtyards and museum halls



WALL SECTIONS AND DETAILS
 

38Wall sections showing the relationship to sand’s datum line, natural and artificial lighting



THE CIRCULATION NETWORK
 

39 Enlargements for the circulation tubes   l   Museum exhibition spines



40Interior view for the main exhibition spine leading to the spa



SECTIONAL ENLARGEMENTS 

41 Enlargement for the excavated spa and the observation pool   l   The various prototypes of hotel rooms



42Interior view for one of the bedrooms’ prototypes of the sanctuary hotel
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SLICED PHYSICAL MODEL
24 x 8”
 

2
Physical model for all the excavated courtyards

( 9 Wooden pieces, 18 sectional slice in each one)43



PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS
 

Above: Prototype of ants’ colony nest
Below: Sectional digram for ants‘ colony nest underground 443
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PARTIAL PHYSICAL MODEL
24 x 8”
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Physical model for one of the excavated courtyards

(40 Stacked horizontal slices of wood)45



PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS
 

Above: Prototype of ants’ colony nest
Below: Sectional digram for ants‘ colony nest underground 463
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2
Physical model for one of the excavated courtyards

(40 Stacked horizontal slices of wood)47



PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS
 

Physical model for one of the museum halls
(40 Stacked horizontal slices of wood) 483
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OVERALL PRESENTATION
THE JURY ROOM
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Overall boards’ design and layout

The Jury room, Anderson Hall, Rice University49



PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS
 

The overall boards in the final review day
Printed on 60 x 60” canvas sheets
The Jury room, Anderson Hall, Rice University 503
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THESIS DEFENCE DAY  01/16/2015 
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Carlos Jiménez
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Reto Geizer
Monica Ponce de Leon
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PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS
 

Left: Photo with my thesis advisor Carlos Jiménez
Right: Presenting my thesis to all the external jury, faculty members and RSA students 523
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2
Left: One single mass, one single intervention

Right: Fragmented interventions53
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Left: One single mass, one single intervention

Right: Fragmented interventions15
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